We are Kanien'kehá:ka (Mohawks) of the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Confederacy and members of the Six Nations of the Grand River. We have each been living off-reserve most of our lives; Janet Rogers is currently based in the traditional territories of the Lekwngen people in Victoria, BC, and Jackson 2Bears is in the homelands of the Niitsitapi (Blackfoot) in Lethbridge, Alberta. Our daily lives involve being surrounded by other Indigenous nations upon whose land we reside as guests and visitors-we live in unceded Coast Salish territory and in Treaty 7 territory, and we were each raised to know the importance of acknowledging this fact. Moreover, we understand that this acknowledgement means accepting the responsibility of a certain dedication to being respectful, observing proper protocols and conducting oneself appropriately when traversing the cultural landscapes. We are also acutely aware that we live in colonial Canada-the element of struggle and resistance is for us both physically and culturally real.
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We often ask ourselves: can we grow our cultural birth-rights from chosen regions so far from our place of heritage and origin? Who are we and what defines us if we are not rooted in the soil of our ancestors? Do our ancestors follow us when we root ourselves in territories not of our own? We are living these questions. We begin our media work, where ever that work may be developed, by practicing cultural protocol from our territory i.e., placing tobacco on the land when we first arrive on someone else's lands, and speaking to the land as a way to respectfully introduce ourselves just as one would do when visiting a stranger's home. We are holding onto a rope, which tethers us to our community of relations and territory that burns in our hands as it threatens to slip from our grasp. We move about in the world with elements of our traditional territory within us, and we carry the look of our people on our skin and on our faces-these are surface identifiers from where we begin to establish deeper relationships with our land and our people. 
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Returning home with even a small bag of cultural knowledge takes courage and bravery. We do not return empty-handed, however. We bring creative gifts within us as a way to make contributions back to our community and all our relations; this is our language, and with it we ask permission to come back home.
We initially formed 2Ro Media, our artist collective/media company, in order to make a short, experimental documentary that explored what community-driven radio has meant for our home reserve. The film, entitled NDN's on the Airwaves, focused on CKRZ-FM, the radio station on the Six Nations reservation in Ohsweken that for over twenty-five years has delivered a community-oriented perspective on important news events, featured Indigenous talent, and supported local artists. While shooting, we quickly came to realize how deeply the radio station was embedded in the heart of our community, and we began to think about how it was, in fact, a manifestation of our collective voices on the landscape. CKRZ was far more than just a way for our community to express ourselves creatively and intellectually; it was also a kind of immersive network that provided a space of interconnectivity for our community long before our contemporary social media platforms, and in a way that was far different than commercial radio and corporate media. CKRZ-FM, or "the Voice of the Grand" as it is known in our communities, has been the voice of our people during celebrations of our culture as much as it has been there through tumultuous times like the Oka Reclamation events in the summer of 1990 and the Haldimand/Caledonia land development resistance in the spring of 2006. This project was the catalyst for our creative collaborations as 2RoMedia, and it signalled the beginning of a number of different projects, which inspired further exploration into our relationships with our traditional territory as part of a series we call For this Land.
With the artworks in our For this Land series we are interested in the spatiality of storytelling-how stories can be dimensional as well as durational; how narratives are intricately interconnected with 'place,' the landscape, and the environment. As Onkwehonwe (original people) we think of the landscape as a living, animate, and embodied archive, and with this series we explore the idea of embodied storytelling and the ways in which we can participate with, and be immersed in, story. This project is about performative storytelling and creating interconnected relationships with the living archive of 'place,' which has to do with traversing and crossing cultural and territorial narratives.
For this Land is primarily inspired by the writings of Vine Deloria, Jr.-in particular his 1998 book that the title of this project-series references, as well as his God is Red: A Native View of Religion (1972). What we have always found compelling about Deloria's work is his argument about the reason for a dramatic incommensurability between (what he termed) Western theology and "tribal spirituality" that entails the first being rooted in a temporal logic, and the latter in what he describes as a spatial philosophy. Whereas the former, he says, is based in time (emphasizing notions of "progress" and linear/chronological history), Indigenous world-views are spatial because they privilege a spiritual relationship to "place" and, therefore, tribal sensibilities emerge from attention given to the landscape and geographical orientationwe write our stories, our histories on the Land.
At the heart of the For this Land series is an ongoing investigation of, and creative engagement with, what we refer to as stories written on the land. For the past three years we have been researching and exploring different sites on our home territory of Six Nations, documenting our experiences, actions, and conversations, and then exhibiting our imaginative and aesthetic interpretations of the dialogues we have had with "place." Through dedicated and conscious recognition of traditional Kanien'kehaka creative and cultural practices, we endeavour to place our personal and shared realities back on the territory, and therein write our own narratives onto the landscape.
Land memory is real, and it is powerful. From memory comes story. For every story there is a time and a place where it is born-a time and a place with which it is intrinsically bound. And so it goes, as layers are built upon layers, and we stand on top of these stratifications and add our own truths and memories. These are what Gerald Vizenor would have called post-Indian narratives in translation and transference-instances of creative resistance as cultural renewal within the occidental and colonial structures of simulated histories. Colonial histories occupy Turtle Island like a hauntology of ghosts. History creeps into the present to manifest in our complex relationships and identities. Resistance to this looks like reinvention. Acceptance of this looks like healing our traumas while simultaneously healing the history and memory of the land.
Our artworks in this series typically take the form of sitespecific installations involving multi-channel video, sound, and sculptural elements mixed with poetry/spoken word and multimedia performances. The first installation in the series, For this Land: Chiefswood, was inspired by Mohawk poet Pauline Johnson (1861 Johnson ( -1913 , the "place" where she was born, and the house in which she grew up-an estate named Chiefswood on the Six Nations Indian Reserve. Over the course of several days, we explored the heritage site and creatively engaged with the stories that we imagined Pauline had left for us on the land. We documented elements of our explorations and experiences, which ultimately resulted in a three-channel, site-specific video installation-an artwork about and for this particular "place" on our home territory. We found hallowed ground at Chiefswood; the landscape and the rooms inside the house lent themselves to our inspired media, performance, and sound expressions resulting in haunting multi-channel media artwork that unearthed the site's history and captured its energy. The house holds a welcoming yet somewhat eerie and spectral electricity, compounded with the true stories left 
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there by Pauline and her family. Deepening our relationship to place, to her house, to the surrounding grounds, feeds our spirits with personal experience-new memories from where our own stories will be told and are being told within these spectral media narratives. This is what our stories on the land looks like. We offer words; we offer (our limited) language, but sometimes all we offer is the opportunity for the viewer to see themselves and the world reflected in these creatively charged scenarios. Other exhibitions in the series took place at VIVO in Toronto as part of the ImagineNative Festival, and at other historic sites on the Six Nations Reserve as part of the Woodland Cultural Centre's Truth and Reconciliation projects. We also created a work in this series for the Mush Hole Project as part of the Save the Evidence campaign where we produced an immersive, site-specific performance-installation that responded to the former residential school site, the Mohawk Institute (known as the Mush Hole). This exhibition was perhaps the most challenging for us, as generational survivors of the disruptive and culturally destructive colonial practice. If we wanted to know why our experiences as individuals and as artists were so disconnected from our lands and our ancestors, we felt we had to face the beast, so to speak. This was the reasoning and the permission we gave each other to approach the work we did at the Mohawk Institute. Yes, we are a very proud nation and we operate from a very independent governing place as the Haudensaunee nation, but we are still a fractured and broken people. Our lives and our rights to live as Indian people faced and continue to face colonial resistance. The degree of separation from the residential school experience is for us one and less than one-our grandfathers and grandmothers, uncles and aunts, and a myriad of familial relations. We have been managing our relationship with the colonizer for 500 years, and so given the opportunity to address this history we felt that we had to keep it personal and, again, consider our gifts through creative voice as a way to heal not only ourselves but our families that are being directly effected.
In the Mush Hole media project, we were working with energies and entities. It was paramount that we followed our protocols to ensure protection while calling in the forces we wanted to be in conversation with in that school-a place saturated with so many wayward and capricious spectres, ghosts, revenants, and hauntings of every kind. For the artwork, we occupied a space in the basement of the school-what used to be the boys in-door play area and something that looks more like a dungeon, the walls still etched and scarred with the memories of past horrors and unspeakable cruelty. We projected images of our families onto these walls, burned sage and smudged, made bundles and gave offerings. We entered into dialogue with this particular space inside For This Land | FEATURES this building; Jackson shaved his head as an act of sovereignty, and obsessively wrote lines on a chalkboard in Kanien'kehaka as an act of resistance. Janet read aloud our creation stories from an illustrated children's book. The exhibition was changed and transformed hour by hour as the public came through to view the installation. In the end, the work proved to be transformative for ourselves and for the energies present with us. The heaviness that greeted us upon arrival was alleviated the further we went into our actions within the space. We used light and sound, family projections, and voice. Emotions that can only be described as profound sadness became lighter as children's stories were read aloud to the spirits still trapped there. Seemingly, we created this experience from thin air, improvised it, and invited (spirit/ancestral) guests to join us. We transformed traumatic memories, and we now carry the story of this place with us for those who need to hear it.
As part of the For this Land series we are returning to Six Nations this June to begin production on a new work for an exhibition at the on-site gallery in Toronto. With this particular project we intend to engage in a series of conversations with the Kana:ta Village on Haudenosaunee territory to create an immersive multimedia installation using sound, video, performance, and digital languages. In this installation we will present a combination of multi-channel media work and projections based on the site-specific performance interaction with the Kana:ta Village site. The performance provides a loose foundational narrative based in our Haudenosaunee creation story. For those unfamiliar with the story: Sky Woman descends from the sky world toward a world of water. She is saved in her descent by Geese as they gently place her on the back of Turtle where, in her delight to be safe, she dances the Women's Shuffle Dance, thus growing the mud under feet, expanding in size to become what we know it today as Turtle Island/ North America. As well, this new work, For this Land: Inside Elemental, is an exploration of the internalization of one's traditional territory, and in general about how our external environments are deeply intertwined with identity, self-understanding, and the interiority of personal and collective experience. Everything is inside; everything outside can be accessed and interpreted as performative storytelling under the sign of what Leroy Little Bear calls "natural laws of interdependence" when referring to the living archive of land-based narratives. With this project we offer sky, sunlight, moonlight, wind, and stars from the Six Nations territories to the participants, thereby bringing these stories from the land into the gallery space in the form of an interactive, immersive experience and multimedia/digital installation.
Other new works in this series have us interested in talking more specifically about land rights, territory, recognition, sovereignty, trauma, and healing, and what it means to reconnect with the land through artistic and creative cultural practice. We are interested in asking about social practice art for non-human societies. This means creating new artworks that are directed toward animal and plant societies and the natural environment or, in other words, "all our relations." This new creative trajectory is about thinking outside the prescribed political landscapes and the extremely problematic relationships between settler governments and Indigenous peoples. It is about creative forms of resistance, which involve encouraging a dynamic relationship with the land that would provide the basis of meaningful social, political, and cultural relations.
We've used the word "relationships" here in many ways; we've stretched it, put it in place to talk about location, made a suit out of it to describe our relationship to the word relationship itself. But in essence, that word has become a practice of committed growth and at the same time a deepening of understanding within ourselves. This realization slid into our conscientiousness before it was too late to turn around and abandon what we have started. As Treaty One member, Tim Fontaine says, "you have to visit those treaties everyday." And although we are not treaty people, as Haudenosaunee people, we subscribe to the same philosophy where as we are committed, without contract, without imperial laws, to the importance of the practice to improve, on a daily basis, our connection to place and to recognize that place is both a physical and cultural foundation to our Indigenous identity. The rest of the nation has the opportunity to build on their relationships with our lands through in-depth historical research, by making meaningful and long-lasting respectful relationships with the origin peoples of the territories where they live as guests and visitors.
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